Apply using a sprayer that can deliver a 1/4" stream or mist. DO NOT DILUTE WITH WATER. Apply to driveways, walkways, stairs, ramps, etc. For delicate trees and shrubs mix with 50% water. Plan your application from the farthest point to minimize backtracking through the solution. Store in a cool, dry place. One gal. covers approximately 1000 sq. ft. Equal to 50 lbs. of rock salt or pellets.

AS AN ANTI-SNOW SOLUTION: Apply 2 hrs. before an expected snow or ice storm. Mist the entire surface with a coating to reduce the accumulation of snow or ice.

AS A DE-ICE SOLUTION: Apply in a 1/4" stream to residual ice or snow. Allow between 60-90 minutes for maximum effectiveness.

FOR THICK ICE APPLICATIONS: Use in conjunction with salt and sand to speed the process.

Ingredients: MgCl2 (Magnesium Chloride) and agriculturally derived inhibitor.

SDS Sheets Available at www.bareground.com

Can Eliminate Up To 2" of Accumulation
Non Toxic & Non Corrosive
More Effective Than Salts
Safe For Delicate Trees
Residual Reactivation Effect
Biodegradable & Water Soluble
Effective Between 37° and -20°
Creates a Non-Stick Surface

5 GALLONS (18.9 LITERS)

Made in the USA.